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lease join us for this year’s Eastern Mass Hawk Watch Annual Business Meeting
on Friday, September 7th, at the Woburn Elks Lodge in Woburn. Our Keynote
Speaker this year is David F. Brinker, Regional Ecologist with the Natural Heritage
Program (Maryland), and founding leader of the Central Appalachian Goshawk
Project, Project Owlnet and Project SNOWstorm. Other highlights include the
Annual Election for the Board of Directors, information on fall hawk watch sites,
refreshments, raffle prizes, and invited vendors. Please see page 2 for more detailed
information about the meeting and guest speaker, and page 3 for directions to the
Woburn Elks Lodge. We hope to see you there!! 

Message from the President
Welcome back to another outstanding year for Eastern Massachusetts Hawk Watch
(EMHW). This year’s featured speaker at our annual meeting will be Dave Brinker.
Some of us had the pleasure of hearing Dave speak at the Nutttall Ornithological
Club earlier this year. We look forward to Dave presenting Goshawks and all their
interesting aspects. Paul Roberts will also give us feedback on the latest trends and
studies in migration. His analysis of this data enlightens us all.
I want to thank the EMHW membership for its generous support. Because of your
generosity we are able to support the Hawk Migration Association of America
(HMANA), our mothership in population trends.
The Board of Directors of EMHW are concentrating our funding in the region for
the American Kestrels. Tom Sayer’s Northeast Connecticut Kestrel Project has fledged
hundreds of these falcons over recent years. In addition to Tom’s project, we have also
lent our support to other local ventures: we have provided both raptor educational
courses and an on-site experience to many new hawk watchers. Some EMHW members
have for years assisted in the Massachusetts Peregrine Falcon Restoration program. We
are hopeful our contributions to these groups will benefit both the environment and
raptor preservation. Our efforts and the small successes are but chicken soup to my
soul.
Our newsletter continues to improve every year. In the earlier years, we provided
mainly Hawk statistics. We now have numerous articles written by our own current
members to go along with our counts. I hope you will enjoy these articles, and I want
to express my thanks to all the authors for their unique views.
We are also making some big changes to our website beginning in September, with a
clean and modern cosmetic redesign and a mobile-friendly adaptive layout. We invite
you to visit the site at www.massbird.org/EMHW after Labor Day to experience the
new site design.
Finally, during these crazy times, hawk watching is the calm that soothes my soul.
Come join us at our sites as we can always use another set of eyes!
– Ted Mara
President, EMHW
tedmara@gmail.com
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Annual Meeting

Details and Description

Date & Time:

Friday, September 7, 2018
6:00 pm Social Hour & Refreshments
7:00-9:00 pm Meeting & Keynote

Location:

Woburn Elks Lodge (air-conditioned)
295 Washington Street, Woburn, MA (directions on next page)

Keynote Speaker: David F. Brinker
Regional Ecologist with the Natural Heritage Program
(Maryland)
Keynote Topic:

The Rise and Fall of Northern Goshawks in the Central
Appalachian Mountains: Is There Reason for Conservation Concern
in the Northeastern U.S.?

A

dmired by people for its aggressiveness, courage, flight prowess and
hunting ability long before the dark ages, in the northern hemisphere
the Northern Goshawk is an ultimate avian forest predator. Hunters,
fisherman, hikers and bird watchers consider it the meanest bird in the
forest. With short wings and a long rudder-like tail, goshawks are superbly
adapted for pursuing prey in a forest and they aggressively attack anyone
who comes near their nest during the breeding season. Northern Goshawks
periodically undertake massive exoduses from their core breeding area in
Canada. What makes these birds tick? Why are they important to us?
Persecuted for years as a robber of game, over the past 50 years Northern
Goshawks have expanded their breeding range and increased their population
size in the northeastern U. S., including the central Appalachians. Since
1977, Dave Brinker has studied goshawks in both northeastern Wisconsin
and the central Appalachian Mountains. Initiated in 1994, the Central
Appalachian Goshawk Project has monitored over 100 goshawk nesting
attempts, banded 63 nesting adults, and investigated winter movements of
breeding adults from northwestern Pennsylvania down the Appalachian
Mountains through the high country of West Virginia.
Learn about the ecology and natural history of this fascinating inhabitant
of the forest. Are goshawks still increasing in the Central Appalachians?
Do breeding adults migrate? What drives the massive goshawk incursions
from Canada and might we experience one in the near future? What is the
conservation outlook for goshawk in the northeastern U.S.? Come find out!

Additional Short Keynote:
Raptor Migration & Population Trends in the Northeast and North America
Paul M. Roberts
The Raptor Population Index (www.rpi-project.org) recently issued new
data on raptor population trends in North America through 2016. The recent
2017 NorthEast Hawk Watch Report, written by Trudy Battaly, contains
some powerful insights into migration trends in the northeast, based on
a very different set of migration data. This brief presentation summarizes
migration trends in the northeast and population trends in North America
based on these sources. 

Plus: Our annual business meeting including the vote for board members,
information on fall sites, vendors, raffle prizes and refreshments!
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Dave Brinker has worked for the

Maryland Department of Natural Resources
since 1990, where he is currently a Regional
Ecologist with the Natural Heritage Program
working on biodiversity conservation.
Professionally he works on colonial nesting
waterbirds, obligate marsh nesting birds,
freshwater mussels and odonates. He has a
long history of interest in birds and raptor
banding that started with bird banding in
1975 at the Little Suamico Ornithological
Station, a raptor migration observation and
banding station near Green Bay, Wisconsin
where he observed his first Northern
Goshawks. After moving east, in 1986
Dave started banding migrant Northern
Saw-whet Owls at Finzel Swamp in the
mountains of western Maryland and then
in 1991 at Assateague Island. This interest
evolved into Project Owlnet, a continentwide collaborative network of migrant owl
banding stations. Dave’s fascination with
Northern Goshawks and wildlife cycles
began in Wisconsin shortly after obtaining
his B.S. from the University of WisconsinGreen Bay in 1977. After moving east he
continued working on goshawks nesting
in the Monongahela National Forest in
West Virginia. This passion grew into the
Central Appalachian Goshawk Project that
now monitors goshawk territory tenacity,
survival, and reproductive success at nest
sites in West Virginia, Maryland and the
Alleghany National Forest in northwest
Pennsylvania. Dave is also a founding
co-director of Project SNOWstorm, a
collaborative effort to better understand the
wintering ecology of Snowy Owls.

HMANA Hawk Migration Conference
Detroit, October 12-14, 2018

T

he Hawk Migration Association of North America (HMANA) will hold a conference on hawk migration in Detroit, Michigan,
from October 12-14, 2018. The conference includes an impressive list of professional and amateur presenters, including keynoters
Kate Davis and Todd Katzner and featured presenters Rob Bierregard, David Bird, and Bill Clark—five internationally recognized
leaders in their fields. There will be major presentations on Osprey migration, Eastern Golden Eagles, American Kestrels, Harlan’s
Hawk, unusual raptor plumages, hawk photography and much, much more.
The conference includes opportunities to visit two of the top hawk watch sites in North America during migration: Holiday Beach
in Ontario and Detroit River Hawk Watch, as well as the only international wildlife refuge in North America. For a complete list of
presenters and presentations with abstracts, and more info on the conference, visit hmana.org or talk to Paul Roberts. 

NorthEast Hawk Watch (NEHW)
Membership & General Information

T

he NorthEast Hawk Watch (NEHW) is a registered not-for-profit all-volunteer organization established to increase awareness,
appreciation and protection of our daytime birds of prey. NEHW does that by promoting hawk watching and the study of hawk
migration throughout the northeast, including parts of Canada. The primary benefit of annual membership ($10) is that NEHW
publishes a 36+-page annual report on hawk migration through the region for the preceding year. Compiler and Editor Trudy Battaly
includes the counts from every contributing site in New England, and parts of New York, New Jersey, and New Brunswick, Canada.
The NEHW Report includes long-term data for each site and trends for each species of migrants in the northeast. All our EMHW
data is included in the NEHW Report and insightful analysis by Trudy. There is no better way to learn what is going on with hawk
migration in our region!
NEHW also holds a NorthEast Hawk Migration Conference every four years. They’re planning a one-day conference for Spring 2019
but cannot announce the date and location until later this fall. To get complete information on NEHW, the NEHW Report, and the
2019 conference, visit www.battaly.com/nehw. 

Directions to the Annual Meeting
Woburn Elks Lodge
295 Washington Street
Woburn, MA 01801
From the North: Take I-95 South (MA- 128 South) towards Waltham

to exit 36 for Washington Street Woburn. Merge right
onto Mishawum Road then turn right on Washington
Street. The Elks Lodge is 0.7 mi on the left at #295
(just after Sal’s Pizza).

From the South: Travel I-93 North (Boston) and take exit 36 (Stoneham/Woburn). Turn left onto Montvale Avenue, then right
at the Speedway gas station to Washington Street. The Elks Lodge is 1.1 miles on the right at # 295 (next to
Sal’s Pizza).

From the West: Take I-95 North (MA-128 North) toward Peabody. Take exit 36 toward Woburn/Winchester. After traffic
light, turn right onto Washington Street (south). The Elks Lodge is 0.8 mi on the left at #295 (just after Sal’s
Pizza).
There is plenty of free parking behind the Elks Lodge.
Additional free parking is available behind Sal’s Pizza in the mall next door (north).
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2017-18 Hawk Watcher’s Notebook

by Brian Rusnica, EMHW Member and Mount Watatic Co-Coordinator

M

assachusetts offers year-round intrigue for the
hawkwatcher. This year once again offered several unique
stories in my travels around the state in pursuit of raptors.
April 2018 - Peregrine settling the local vs. migrant debate
When EMHW members are counting migrating hawks, almost
every curious passerby asks us how we know that a bird is a
migrant and that we’re not seeing the same bird over and over.
The answer is that we look at behavior, consider the species,
observe for as long as possible, and make a judgement based
on our experience as counters. On April 1st at the Plum Island
Hawkwatch, a juvenile Peregrine Falcon flew over with a very
distinct pattern of feather damage in the secondary feathers of
the bird’s left wing. We watched carefully and ultimately decided

February 2018 - Recurring pale Cooper’s Hawk in Cambridge
In local raptor news, I had an interesting winter observing a
unique adult female Cooper’s Hawk near home in Cambridge,
MA. This particular bird is easily recognized due to her unique
plumage: a completely brown topside for an adult, and very
pale/light barring on her breast which appears nearly fully white
from a distance. Most interestingly, I have photographed a bird
matching this description each of the last 4 winters. Her eyes
have continuously gotten darker and are now a deep orangered, which helps lead me to believe this is the same individual.
She was a full adult when I first saw her in December 2014, so

© Brian Rusnica

that it was NOT a migrant and thus didn’t count it. Three weeks
later, on April 22nd, we saw another juvenile Peregrine with
feather damage in the same left wing. We didn’t count it as a
migrant either - because looking at photos from both days, it
sure looks like the same exact bird! While just a brief moment of
fun, it just proves to me that we occasionally get it right!
April 2018 - Surprise species at Plum Island
Late in the day on April 1st at the Plum Island Hawkwatch, our
count was dwindling and as is often the case, we packed things
up early. I headed down the Lot #2 boardwalk to photograph
a Snowy Owl in the dunes, when I noticed two Kestrels dart
overhead. By the time I had gotten down the boardwalk and
back, I saw three more Kestrels, a Merlin and a Harrier: all
headed north. I realized that we stopped counting too early. I
put in another hour at the platform and recorded a dozen extra
birds. The last one was a seemingly long-tailed but moderately
large raptor that didn’t fit for a Cooper’s or Red-tail. After a long,
slow approach in a high soar, it finally came right overhead so
that the sun could shine down through the pale crescents in the
wings, revealing a juvenile Red-shouldered Hawk, first seen at
the watch in the last 3 years. Not a bad bird for Plum Island!
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I believe that makes her 5 years old, but likely even older. This
year, I saw her 10 different times from December to February,
often re-visiting her same favorite ambush perches as she hunted
pigeons. I hope she’ll be back for another winter in 2018-19!
September 2017 - Decoy Owl at Watatic
During the Fall ‘17 season, I added a new watcher to our roster
at the Mount Watatic Hawkwatch - a plastic Great Horned Owl
nicknamed “Margaret.” I hiked the owl up early in the week, and
we ran it up a pole attached to a tree every morning. The owl’s
presence is designed to draw raptors in for a closer look. We
recorded close passes from 8 Merlins, 4 Sharp-shinned Hawks,
2 American Kestrels and 1 Red-shouldered Hawk. The ethical
implications of using decoy owls during hawkwatches are
something that should be strongly considered and continuously
analyzed. My observations this past year showed that most
raptors at Watatic pay no attention, and the ones that do only
divert momentarily from their migratory route. I did not
observe the owl getting attention from any local raptors or any
non-raptor species. I do not believe there is a significant risk to
hawks at this site by using the decoy, but I am certainly open to
discussing your experience with this tactic. 

2018: The End of Two Dynasties
by Ursula Goodine, EMHW Member

M

y article, “King and Queen of the Aerial Kingdom” that
appeared in the 2017 Annual Newsletter, depicted the lives
of two senescent Peregrine Falcons who had both faced triumph
and adversity in their respective dominions. To our knowledge
their paths never crossed, but they shared commonalities which
would forever mark their place in history.

territory. One altercation was witnessed and photographed,
which made a graphic display of how avian battles take place
between two adversaries. A second skirmish sealed the King’s
fate, leaving him wounded, unable to hunt, and thereby
unable to sustain himself. He was found in a backyard severely
weakened and taken to Tufts Wildlife Clinic, where he later died.
Meanwhile, his mate was courted and won by the new sovereign,
who stepped right in to insure that the breeding season in that
terra firma would continue to be fruitful. They are the proud
parents of three chicks, who are heirs of this new reign.
And so it goes, the balance of Nature and Power has taken hold
over two Peregrine Falcons who have found a very special place
in our hearts. Dave and I have been following the King since
2001 and the Queen since 2007, so we have an understanding
of the events that have brought their reigns to an end. However,

“The Original Queen” - Photo courtesy of David Goodine
As the spring of 2018 approached, all seemed to be normal,
as both pairs indulged in bonding and mating behavior.
One exception was a third bird, a female, who had made an
appearance in the Queen’s territory during the winter months.
Not challenging her, but merely taking up space in the couple’s
residence. Several routings did not dissuade the visitor, and
she persisted in making her presence known. Eventually, the
disappearance of the Queen caused great concern, but there was
not a witnessed battle, nor evidence of the 16-year-old Queen’s
demise. It became very apparent that a change had taken place
when the resident male became enamored with this rival, whose
perseverance had won his attention. Because she was banded, her
origin and age became an enigma that still has not been solved.
She was hatched on the Fallon Building in Worcester in 2009,
and as a 9-year-old in peak breeding age, the question is, why
has she switched territories? Was she too, driven away from her
realm, to begin a search for a new home in another region? There
has been no accounting of her adult existence since she left her
natal grounds, so we are not aware of her past history. But one
thing is for certain, she is now the Queen, who has embraced her
new designation seriously, with a commitment to her liege and
offspring. As a result of their pairing, one lone chick was hatched
in this nest, with three eggs falling victim to either unfavorable
weather conditions or improper incubation.
As for the 17-year-old King from that other dominion, he too
faced a defiant invader, whose attacks laid claim upon his royal

“The Original King”- Photo courtesy of Judd Nathan
that realization doesn’t make their loss to us and others who
have followed their lives easier to bear. It is true that they are
wild creatures and, as such, are subject to perils every day in
their lives. We have witnessed some of those dangers, from
which they both have emerged victorious countless times, until
recently. Their passing is heartfelt, but they leave us with some of
the most poignant and wonderful memories that will forever be
reminiscent of the bond that we have shared with them. These
impressions will be a treasure trove of flashbacks, providing
us with a lasting tribute to their distinctive personalities. Their
places in the history of restoring Peregrine Falcons to the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, has had an impressive impact
in the propagation of this species. To date, the King has sired 42
chicks and the Queen has produced 29 young. Their longevity
and fruitfulness is exemplary and worthy of admiration.
We shall miss them! 
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Osprey Monitoring: The Joy and the Sorrow
by Christine Morabito, EMHW Member

M

ost field researchers will tell you, it’s not fame or fortune
that motivates them, but pure love for the subject they
study. How else could they endure the countless hours, biting
insects, fickle weather patterns and the heartbreak of their
beloved animal or its offspring meeting an untimely demise?

will not breed just yet. When back home, they often “play house”
for a season or two, practicing nest-building and scouting out
potential territories. They sexually mature at 3 years old, but
some will not breed until age 5.
Essex County Greenbelt has done much over the past
10 years to facilitate Osprey success, by protecting vital
habitat, collecting data and strategically installing nest
platforms along the Great Salt Marsh.

As a “Citizen Scientist” for Essex County
Greenbelt, I monitor five
Osprey nests in Newburyport, Newbury, and
Boxford, Massachusetts.
I attempt to do so dispassionately, but, being
human, I cannot help
taking pride in their
successes and grieving
for them when they fail.
In July of last year, I
had the experience of
a lifetime when I was
invited to assist in the
banding of 6 Osprey
chicks. Three of the
youngsters were from
© Susan Pike
my Newburyport nest
on Woodbridge Island
(NPT - 03). Heretofore, I had only seen them as small brown
specks through my spotting scope.
Banding Osprey was not what I expected. Much to my delight,
there were no trees or utility poles to scale, thanks to the userfriendly, manufactured nest platforms. Hard hats were not
required, as they often are for my friends who band other types
of raptors. The parents simply circled above us, loudly protesting,
but making no effort to attack. Finally, the chicks were quite
docile, barely defending themselves. They lay calmly in our
hands, wildly staring with their beautiful orange eyes, as we fitted
them with United States Fish and Wildlife Service leg bands.
As excited as I was to watch these chicks fledge, I couldn’t help
thinking about the many challenges they would face. In lateAugust or early-September, their parents would migrate south,
leaving them to fend for themselves. They would need to perfect
their fishing technique and make the perilous journey to South
America with no adult guidance. Sadly, most of them would not
survive.
Osprey are unique in that the juveniles stay on their wintering
grounds for about a year and a half, not returning their first
spring, like most birds. They take their time flying back, as they
6

Greenbelt recently collaborated with Dr. Rob
Bierregaard, fitting several Osprey with solar-powered
transmitters in order to gather migration data. A
young male named Flow was followed for 2 years as he
migrated back and forth to Cuba. His many fans could
track his journey in real time on Greenbelt’s website.
Tragically, during his journey south last fall, Flow
disappeared and was never heard from again. Predation
is the suspected cause.

© Christine Morabito

So far, 2018 has been a good year for the Osprey of Essex
County, with 40-42 nesting pairs. Personally, the Boxford pair
is my favorite, although not devoid of drama. Their nest was
discovered late in the 2017 breeding season. Theirs is an unusual,
inland nest, built in an abandoned heron rookery. After a short
hike through the woods, the nest is visible to the naked eye, from
a comfortable viewing platform.
Early this spring, while waiting for the adults to return, I
discovered their nest tree was destroyed during one of our
devastating storms. I wondered if the pair would find another
tree suitable for building their large stick nest. As luck would
have it, they constructed an impressive nest in another dead
continued on next page →

Odds and Ends from Watatic
by Tom Pirro, EMHW Member

O

ne crisp September day some years back (2009 if I recall), a
grandfather and granddaughter joined in the watch for the
morning. The flight was modest with just enough birds passing
for an “illustrated” dialog of questions and answers to take place.
The granddaughter, about 11 years old, had asked a common
question, “how do know
you don’t count them
more once”? “Well, they
generally approach from
this direction (pointing
to North East) going that
way (to the South West)”.
The grandfather had a few
questions of his own as well
and both showed a genuine
interest.

K-9 “barnacle” so I could keep a safe distance; fortunately he was
eyeing a little white poodle.

I had wishful expectations the passing TV’s and my narration
might have been enough to distract the youngster from her recent
K-9 encounter. But, few moments later I got “the tap”. “That dog
really hugged my leg hard, what was that about?” “Miss, I know
very little about dogs, but your grandfather looks like a smart
man, ask him on the hike down.” Needless to say, I was happy to
see them pack up and head down. I kept an eye on the amorous

the summit and its placement into protected status.

That poodle reminded me of another great day of hawkwatching
during September of 2007. With little time to eat during a busy
afternoon, I’d saved my
roast beef sandwich for
a post-flight celebration.
The flight ceased and I
started digging through
my pack, but the sandwich
was nowhere to be found.
Somewhat perplexed, I
scanned the immediate
area, for whatever good
that might do, and spotted
a little white poodle with a
My attention had been
bit of plastic wrap hanging
drawn elsewhere when I
from its mouth and a very
got a tap on the shoulder.
content looking chocolate
It was the young girl:
Lab beside it! I found it
“Hey mister, you see that
difficult to get angry at the
© Shawn Carey
dog over there,” she was
two dogs’ “good fortune”
pointing at little beagle
after such a good flight,
Keeping watch atop Mt. Watatic
which appeared to have
added to the fact that the
a smirk on his face. “That dog just hugged my leg really hard dogs belonged to Tom Mikes.
and wouldn’t let go!” Now that question hadn’t been covered Mr. Mikes was a local business owner, a resident who owned
in the EMHW handbook of The Finer Points of Conducting a the east side of Mt. Watatic, including the east summit—“our”
Successful Hawkwatch, and of course gramps was nowhere to be hawkwatch site. During the late 1990’s, a communications
found. Thankfully, a small kettle of Turkey Vultures appeared to company had purchased the main summit (a bit higher and
the east and close, a fortuitous distraction. I shouted, as if they just to the west of the hawkwatch site) and surrounding land to
were Gyrfalcons, “vultures to the east!”, happy to change the the north, with the intent of erecting communication towers.
subject! You see young lady, “vultures are very light on the wing,” The long and short of the story is that Mr. Mikes, a responsible
“hold their wings in a shallow “V”, “tip from side to side,” “they and generous land steward, made a very substantial financial
are scavengers, natures garbage men,” “they look a bit like Wild contribution and helped spearhead a movement, along with
Turkeys when they are on the ground,” etcetera!
several local and state organizations, that lead to the purchase of
Sadly, Tom passed away during 2017, and aside from perhaps a
dozen conversations over the years, I didn’t know him well. This
autumn while I am on “the hill” I will give thanks for Tom Mikes’
generosity which has preserved Watatic’s tower-less summit and
surrounding lands. 

Osprey Monitoring (continued from previous page)
snag. However, about the time the chicks were expected to hatch, the pair mysteriously (to me, anyway) abandoned their nest. It is
believed the nest was predated, probably by a Great Horned Owl.
As of this writing, the parents remain in the area, no doubt sensing it would be too late in the season to start over. Luckily, birds do
not experience emotion. If so, I imagine such a loss would be devastating. Three of my five nests still hold promise for offspring. I’ll
be watching with fingers crossed. 
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Love thy neighbor...

by Maryellen Stone, EMHW Board Member

C

onsider for a moment your neighborhood and your
neighbors. Do your neighbors look like you? Do they raise
their children like you? Work nine to five or the nightshift? Are
they white collar professionals, blue collar workers, retired?
Are they party animals just getting started when the sun goes
down, or are they early risers, after the first worm? Do they eat
what you eat or are they completely opposite in their food tastes?
What about their homes...do they prefer new construction or are
they happy taking over a home well-loved by a previous owner?
Are they neat, with a well manicured lawn, or does their house
and yard need some TLC?

What stands out to me is that as different as the species are in
housing, nutrition, and lifestyle, they all thrive by coexisting.
They appreciate their differences and they get along. Maybe the
Great Blue Heron thinks, “Oh no, I wish those owlet babies would
quiet down, it’s the middle of the night!” Or perhaps the Great
Horned Owl wonders what all the squawking is about when she’s
trying to sleep as the Great Blue Herons welcome each other
back in spring, calling to their mates and doing repairs on nests
in the middle of the day. Owls’ nighttime food runs may seem
odd to the birds who feed during the day, however, perhaps they
consider themselves lucky not to have to compete with the owls
for food.

Are they snow birds, traveling part of the year and only returning
to New England when the weather is warmer and the living is
easier?

As I write this, it is the season for Piping Plovers and Least Terns
in this area to breed and raise their young. I wonder, do the Least
Tern parents ever think, “Look at those Piping Plovers over there
letting their chicks just
run about the beach
searching for their
own food, why don’t
they take better care of
them?” Or perhaps the
Piping Plovers sharing
the same stretch of
beach think, “How
spoiled are those Least
Tern babies, their
parents have to keep
bringing them food
and bringing them
food—don’t they ever
get their own food and
leave home?”
Great Horned Owl and Owlet

For the past few years
I’ve enjoyed watching
a Great Horned Owl
family raise owlets in
a Great Blue Heron
rookery not far from
my house. The Great
Horned Owls start
nesting in the dead
of winter here, long
before most of the
Great Blue Herons are
even in New England.
The owls choose one
of the previous years’
heron nests for their
nest. Modest repairs
are made, eggs laid and
incubated waiting for the owlets to hatch. In the meantime, the
Great Blue Herons return to the rookery, begin rebuilding their
nests, give a wing wave to the owls and get on with preparing
to raise their own young, sometimes feet away: beside, above
or below the owl nest. Heron rookeries can be great examples
of three-deckers with several nests on a tree. By the time the
owlets leave their nest, the herons will be sitting on eggs waiting
for their own bundles of joy to arrive. Throughout the rookery
there are many other species of birds living and breeding as well.
Some are year-round residents, some come only for the summer
season, raise their young and move on. Tree Swallows and
Eastern Bluebirds occupy cavities in lower sections of the trees
to raise their families. Mallards, Wood Ducks and Canada Geese
are spread throughout the neighborhood, proudly showing off
their children to the neighbors as the spring and summer go on.
Baltimore Orioles create intricately woven nests on the edges
of the rookery in the live trees, along with several varieties of
woodpeckers, vireos and songbirds who use nest cavities or
create their own home sweet home.
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Perhaps there are
lessons to be learned from the birds. If no one wanted to reuse
a cavity or a nest, how could everyone build new homes? If
we all ate the same things, would we have enough food to go
around? If we all raised our offspring the same way, how would
species survive together? Humans all have different needs and
preferences. Maybe like the birds, now more than ever, we
should appreciate and consider that we are more alike than we
are different. 

Want to Go Hawk Watching?
Visit www.massbird.org/EMHW

Visit the EMHW website for details and directions to
individual sites across Massachusetts. Also included
on the website are a list of resources, field guides, and a
printable copy of the HMANA Daily Report Form (DRF).

Local Photographers Display Work at Bald Eagle Photo Exhibit
and Contest by Craig Gibson, EMHW Member
Melrose, May 2018—In light of the increase in Bald Eagle sightings around the Mystic Lakes, a photo exhibit/contest featuring the
Bald Eagle was held at Hunt’s Photo and Video in Melrose on March 25. The exhibit included 21 photographs of Bald Eagles, with
all of the photos taken in and around the Mystic River Watershed area. The competing photographers were all local, including Brian
Rusnica, board member of Eastern Massachusetts Hawk Watch (EMHW).
The winners were: Ram Subramanian, Arlington, first place; Ken Stampfer, Belmont, second place; and Sherry Leffert, Cambridge,
third place.
The speakers for the evening included two local bird experts: Marj Rines, founder of the Menotomy Bird Club in Arlington, and our
own Paul Roberts of Medford, founder and board member of EMHW. The topic was the history of Bald Eagles in and around the
Mystic Lakes. Paul recalled how in the late 1970s and early 80s he saw an average of one eagle a year. “If you told me 40 years ago that
there would be an exhibit of Mystic Lake Bald Eagles here today, I would have said you’re out of your mind,” he said.
In addition to the contest, Hunt’s held an online auction of all the photographs, which were signed and framed, throughout the
month of March. Proceeds of close to $1,600 benefitted Mystic River Watershed Association, the Arlington-based environmental
advocacy organization working to protect and restore the Mystic River, its tributaries, and watershed lands. 

Ram Subramanian - First Place
Ken Stampfer - Second Place

Sherry Leffert - Third Place

Brian Rusnica - Honorable Mention
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Red Shoulder/Blue Jay
by Tom Graham, EMHW Member

I

have had Red-shouldered Hawks nesting in my neighborhood for the past eight years or so. They nest behind my house in the
swamp river bottom wetlands, pines and hardwood scrub. This hawk species is just as happy soaring as it is winging through the
forest or preying on rodents, snakes, frogs and small birds. I can hear their screams but rarely catch a glimpse.
The numbers of Red-shouldered Hawks migrating north has been increasing for the past 10 years. In all the years I have been
birding at Plum Island, I have only seen 1 Red-shouldered hawk migrating. It is not their habitat but inland, they are becoming more
common. It is nice to see my birds come back in the spring.
This year a pair raised 3 chicks. One hundred yards away, a crow family raised 3 young. All was quiet in the neighborhood until
the young fledged from each nest. General mayhem was the daily order as the quarreling was incessant. Then local Blue Jays added
themselves to the mix for added chaos.
The Blue Jays seem to enjoy harassing the hawks more than the crows. I awake to hawk screams and glance out the window. Most of
the time it’s just the Blue Jay mimicking the hawk’s call. This clears out my feeders and gives the Jays free reign and happiness.
While it is early June now and the hood is very quiet, I know it will not last. Soon the hawks, crows, and jays will break the silence
again. I don’t mind, I kind of like it. 

2018 Treasurer’s Report
by Lynette Leka, EMHW Treasurer

Beginning Balance (7/1/17) $ 9,634.35 - 170 paid memberships
Income

Expenses
Memberships
Donations
Raffle
Silhouette Guide Sales
Car Magnet Sales
Souvenir Mug Sales

3,445.00
103.00
705.00
28.00
5.00
80.00

Annual Meeting

Newsletters

Funding

Donations

Gifts

Conferences
P.O. Box Rental
Postage
Office Supplies
Printing Expense
Newbury Business Certificate
Advertising
Total Income

4,366.00

Speaker Fee/Expenses
Hall Rental Deposit
Refreshments
Annual Meeting Total
Production
Printing
Postage
Newsletters Total
Tom Sayer
HMANA
Funding Total
Friends of PRNWR
HMANA
Donations Total
Steve Olson book
Ursula Goodine plaque
Gifts Total
Birders’ Meeting

Total Expenses

Ending Balance (6/30/18) $ 9,223.91 - 165 paid memberships
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-777.00
-300.00
-184.91
(1,261.91)
-200.00
-354.00
-190.19
(744.19)
-1,000.00
-535.00
(1,535.00)
-350.00
-300.00
(650.00)
-26.00
-37.19
(63.19
-92.00
-112.00
-147.00
-36.49
-44.66
-25.00
-55.00
-4,766.44

Wachusett Mountain - Fall 2017

by Rod Chase, Wachusett Mountain Site Co-Coordinator
(with Steve Olson), EMHW Board Members
WACHUSETT MTN. HAWK WATCH
Fall 2017 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours
Black Vulture

58
327.75
1

Turkey Vulture

293

Osprey

144

Bald Eagle

117

Northern Harrier

23

Sharp-shinned Hawk

322

Cooper’s Hawk

121

Northern Goshawk
Red-shouldered Hawk
Broad-winged Hawk
Red-tailed Hawk

1
14
10,348
99

Rough-legged Hawk

0

Golden Eagle

0

American Kestrel

132

Merlin

19

Peregrine Falcon

37

Unidentified Accipiters

28

Unidentified Buteos

6

Unidentified Falcons

8

Unidentified Raptors

76

Total

11,789

F

or an ‘above average’ year (11,789 raptors including the 10,348 Broadwinged hawks), this was surely a head-scratching season. Our early push
of 9750 BW’s on Sept. 9-13 seemingly appeared out of nowhere and was not
seen at sites to our south and southwest. There were only two more tripledigit days during the rest of the month and few signs from the north of any
major pushes of Broad-wings. True: Putney Mtn. in Vermont had a banner
year (approaching 15k) but these raptors normally pass west of Mass as they
go south. Clarry Hill in Maine had only 1 triple-digit day which did help our
push. Hawk Ridge in Minnesota did catch 27,290 BW’s on Sept.17, leading
to a guess that the hurricanes persuaded them to travel over the Great Lakes
before turning south. They also registered 4 more triple-digit days later in
the month. This flight also seemed to evade other sights although Corpus
Christi in Texas had 71,571 BW’s appear on the 28th plus 44,002 in the next
3 days! (More conjecture—maybe a few hawk watch sites in the Mississippi
valley would show where the hawks travel in years like this!?)
Back to our year: we did have a few more surprises. Through August and
September our total migration tally was 10,959. Then the 1st of October
brought 155 BW’s and a total 272 for the day. As far as I can tell these are
both records for an October flight.
The 2nd of October was mildly productive as well: 52 birds were tallied by
2PM ‘hawktime’ and while the next hour was slow we got to enjoy one of a
few visits by Steve & Kathy Olson! After a considerable lull there was a lone
sharpie from the ENE approaching the north towers very close. We all had
our binos on, presumably, our last bird of the day when something divebombed and nearly picked off the SS! A gasp as all of us found the aggressor
(Northern Goshawk!) now above towers and still focused on the desired
sharpie-snack. All did end well as the “last bird of the day” became the “last
two birds of the day”! What a sight as both went southwest and we rejoiced
in seeing our first NG in three years. Periods of showers and/or SW winds
dropped our coverage to 15 days for the month but we did add 659 raptors
to our tally.
Seven days in November tallied 102 birds on the 4th then 17 plus 52 on
the 7th and 8th. Eleven Red-shouldered hawks were part of this tally and
we totaled 14 RS for the year. Looking back this makes 4 straight years of
double-digit RS numbers after an eighteen year gap—mostly, I guess, due
to the increased coverage after September. Sure, there were several ‘zero
days’ which went by but I must applaud the efforts of our “Hiker Crew”: Bill
Rasku, Ted Mara, and Tom Gottschang!
Another record to note: 327.75 hours of observation for the year! We have
several years recently over 300 hours but this milestone underscores the
continuing dedication of observers who, like me, love this hill. Kathy Olson
noted to me in November: “If only those pesky Pack Monadnock folks
would stop their count, Wachusett could beat them on the numbers for the
season. Course, I think they can still drive up to their count site.” Well sure,
it would be nice to stay ahead…but they do have a nice site and a road that’s
open plus a paid observer every day. Pack did total an impressive 515.5 hrs.
for the season; their 102.75 hrs. for 18 days in Nov. was far greater than our
hikers’ 27.5 hrs. over 7 days…only three of which had raptors in the air.
171 hawks in three days in November still pleases me! Pack had 15 birds
on their last day and beat our year’s total by: fifteen. (I’m betting they knew
that, too!) Wachusett rocked 2013 & 2014! Feeling good about 2018! Long
live the all-volunteer observers of EMHW! 
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Mount Watatic - Fall 2017

by Brian Rusnica, Mount Watatic Site Co-Coordinator
and EMHW Member

T

he 2017 Fall Hawkwatch Season on Mount Watatic showed a nice
bounceback from the previous down year. In September 2017, we
counted 5,481 migrating raptors, which is an increase of almost 2,000
birds from the previous year.
Watchers logged 84.5 hours of coverage over the 11-day peak of Broadwinged Hawk season, a very slight decrease from the previous two
years. Our bounceback season was echoed by an improved season at
Mount Wachusett to the south, while Pack Monadnock to the north
had a slower year than the one before. Also well worth noting that
the Putney Mountain site, to the northwest in Vermont, had a huge
increase in birds from their previous season.
Bald Eagles (41) continue to appear in large numbers at Watatic: not
quite as many as last year’s 51, but still a respectable total surpassing
numbers from Watatic in the early 2000s. Migrant American Kestrels
also saw a spike this year - with 68 birds representing more than we’d
seen in the past 2 seasons combined.
We were only graced with a single Peregrine Falcon this season, and
migrant Ospreys were down from the previous year (51 down from
75). We did not have any late season count days, and therefore no
significant Turkey Vulture flight was observed in 2017.
To our surprise, the best days of the season came early - with a seasonhigh 1,400 bird day coming on September 10th. We also surpassed
1,000 birds a couple days later on 9/12. A big flight was seen in the
closing hours of September 11th on Wachusett, but we did not catch
those birds. September 21st held the only other large Broad-winged
Hawk flight (641 BWs).
This year’s newest feature was a decoy owl that brought several raptors in
for close looks on the East Summit, including Merlins, Sharp-shinned
Hawks, American Kestrels and a Red-shouldered Hawk. Visitors
certainly appreciated the few stunning looks afforded by our plastic
Great
Horned
(nicknamed
“Margaret”) this
season.
Please join us
in 2018 as we
look forward to
another exciting
season atop our
beautiful rock! 

© Brian Rusnica
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MOUNT WATATIC HAWK WATCH
Fall 2017 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours

11
84.5

Black Vulture

0

Turkey Vulture

1

Osprey

51

Bald Eagle

41

Northern Harrier

14

Sharp-shinned Hawk
Cooper’s Hawk

178
33

Northern Goshawk

0

Red-shouldered Hawk

0

Broad-winged Hawk

5,039

Red-tailed Hawk

0

Rough-legged Hawk

0

Golden Eagle

0

American Kestrel

68

Merlin

22

Peregrine Falcon

1

Unidentified Accipiters

2

Unidentified Buteos

2

Unidentified Raptors

29

Total

5,481

Pinnacle Rock - Fall 2017

by Craig Jackson, Site Coordinator and EMHW Member

PINNACLE ROCK HAWK WATCH
Fall 2017 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours

20
96.83

Turkey Vulture

2

Osprey

9

Bald Eagle

7

Northern Harrier

9

Sharp-shinned Hawk

95

Cooper’s Hawk

29

Red-shouldered Hawk

1

Broad-winged Hawk

0

Red-tailed Hawk

2

American Kestrel

6

Merlin

1

Peregrine Falcon

4

Unidentified Accipiter

11

Unidentified Falcon

2

Unidentified Raptors

6

Total

184

T

his year’s fall hawk watch resulted in the 7th lowest total number
of raptors (out of 21 years) — 184 hawks — almost 70 birds below
the average count for this site and almost 50 birds below the average
for the last ten years. This low count was despite putting in my fifth
highest number of hours; however, I have always maintained that the
number of hours spent hawk watching is much less significant than
which way the winds are blowing! Nevertheless, for those who keep
track of birds/hour, this works out to approximately 1.9 birds/hour.
Of these, 135 (almost 75%) were accipiters. This is a slightly higher
percentage than the average of approximately 60% accipiters at this
site. The only birds seen in higher than average numbers this year were
Bald Eagle, Northern Harrier, Cooper’s Hawk, and Peregrine Falcon.
However, if we only look at the last ten years, only Northern Harrier
numbers seem to have been significantly greater than the average.

Why were my numbers so comparatively low? The answer may be
found by looking at four different species. Three of these have been
declining in the last four years—Osprey, Red-tailed Hawk, and
American Kestrel. In the recent Northeast Hawkwatch Report Drew
Panko writes that with the expansion of breeding Ospreys up the New
England coast, it is possible that more juveniles when leaving the nest
are flying south over the Atlantic. Climate change is abetting this
tendency by decreasing the strengths of westerly winds which would
make ocean flights safer. Thus, even though Osprey are long-distance
migrants and clearly leaving the area, they are not showing up on our
hawkwatches as frequently.
With regard to Red-tailed Hawks and American Kestrels, there may
be a different reason. Given that neither of them have long-distance
migrations, they may be finding enough food as the climate warms
(global warming), and that fewer are finding they need to migrate
and/or are doing it for shorter distances. Indeed, this fall was one of
the warmest falls on record and I was not surprised that I could only
reasonably count two Red-tailed Hawks as migrants (and those two
may have been non-migrants as well).
That brings us to the last of the four species—Sharp-shinned Hawk.
For this site to have a good yearly count (300 birds or more), it’s almost
paramount that there be at least one day with almost 100 or more
birds and a number of double-digit days. Good days like this occur
only when there are very strong northwest winds, generally at the end
of September to mid-October. On these days SS Hawks realize it’s time
to go southward and fly low and direct toward the southwest (getting
away from the coast), mostly using winds off the rock to skirt above
the treetops. Unfortunately, even though there were some days with
strong northwest winds in October, the temperature was also quite
warm [13-19° C (55-66° F)]. Thus, the hawks probably did not have
quite the urge to move south, since food was still readily available. As
a result the largest counts I had (on October 20, 21 when I had 30 and
40 hawks respectively) were relatively small. By the time it got cold
continued on next page →
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Pinnacle Rock Report (continued from previous page)
and there were again very strong northwest winds (mid-November), there were not a lot of Sharp-shinned Hawks left.
While analyzing data is a worthwhile endeavor, one might reasonably ask me what brings me back to Pinnacle Rock for 1.9 birds/
hour!! For me, it’s the excitement, thrill, and awe that hit me as I watched the adult Red-shouldered Hawk pass by so close that I could
count the stripes on its tail with my naked eye; or the time an adult Bald Eagle passed possibly less than 30 feet above our heads; or
when a migrating Sharp-shinned Hawk continually dive-bombed (at least ten times!) a Cooper’s Hawk that was also migrating; or
when a Sharp-shinned Hawk snaked right around the Rock practically at our feet before heading off; or when I saw my first “Gray
Ghost” (male Northern Harrier) at this site.
Especially memorable was the day I stood face-to-face with a Peregrine Falcon heading right for me at eye level. Later that day I wrote
down the experience:
10/1/17 — At 3:30 PM (hawk time) I was pretty much feeling that the flight was over, the wind having died down to
occasional gusts. That was when I spotted about 100 yards away what appeared to be a large long-winged falcon heading
straight for the Rock at eye level. Thinking Peregrine, but not sure, I watched the bird approach, each downward beat of
its wings seeming to bring it five feet closer. After a flurry of beats it glided another 25 feet head-on toward me, before
resuming its wing beats. I tried to focus my camera on it but before I could even raise it up, the bird flew right over the Rock
probably no more than 15 feet over my head! As I watched it wing past with my naked eye, the ID was no longer in doubt.
Long pointed wings, dark underneath, and relatively short tail. I followed it as it passed the tower in about 5 seconds and
headed toward Somerville. All told I would estimate that the Peregrine covered about 200 yards in less than a minute, if
not faster. It was certainly the closest encounter I’ve had with a wild Peregrine, and for a minute I sensed what it felt like to
realize you were about to become its dinner!
Other sightings (not of raptors) that were notable were seeing Tree Swallows after the middle of October; when Brian and I saw 3
Common Loons, 9 Ravens together, and 1 Nighthawk; when I counted over 2100 migrating Double-crested Cormorants; and when
I watched three Golden-crowned Kinglets showing off their golden crowns right below me. Walking up to the Rock I also had the
good fortune to see a Gray-cheeked Thrush and several times watched “Black” Squirrels cavorting in front of me.
As I climbed down from the Rock on my last day at Pinnacle Rock, I looked up and saw a Peregrine Falcon sitting on the tower that
had been behind me. It seemed small (probably an immature male) and I wondered how long it had been sitting there, and why I
hadn’t seen it fly in. We both watched each other and I took some pictures, before walking up to the tower to get some closer shots. It
stayed there at least half an hour while I watched it, finally flying off when I looked away. It was a fitting end to an at times frustrating,
at times memorable, hawk watch fall season at Pinnacle Rock.
I want to thank Hugh Holley (and his wife), Jack Miano, Brian Rusnica, Ron and Gerri Tremonte, and Soheil Zendeh who at different
times came up to the Rock to keep me company and helped me spot migrating hawks, sometimes/often noting hawks that I might
otherwise have missed.
*The data used to analyze this year’s hawk watch is slightly different than that which can be found on hawkcount.org. The totals for
two years (2000 and 2004) are not entered into Hawkcount and there is a discrepancy of almost 50 birds in my records of 2001 and
those in Hawkcount). The comparisons are based on averages calculated both for all 21 years of data and also for the last 10. 

© Craig Jackson
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Pilgrim Heights - Spring 2018

by Donald Manchester, Pilgrim Heights Site Leader
and EMHW Member
PILGRIM HEIGHTS HAWK WATCH
Spring 2018 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours
Black Vulture

40
171.5
0

Turkey Vulture

678

Osprey

106

Bald Eagle

6

Northern Harrier

16

Sharp-shinned Hawk

68

Cooper’s Hawk

33

Northern Goshawk
Red-shouldered Hawk
Broad-winged Hawk
Red-tailed Hawk
Rough-legged Hawk
American Kestrel

0

ilgrim Heights Hawk Watch in Truro ended its rather lackluster
21st year at the end of June 2018. The total number of raptors for
the season was 1300, comprising thirteen species. It was the highest
count for the past six years, but not by much. Observation hours
increased slightly due to better weather conditions.
Only one Mississippi Kite was observed and really nothing else
noteworthy occurred this season, except one morning I arrived at the
site to discover four Sandhill Cranes standing and feeding in a saddlelike depression in the dunes. They soon got up and flew north.
The site is fast deteriorating with tree growth which is obstructing
views. It doesn’t look too promising for the 2019 spring season unless
the Cape Cod National Seashore, the managing agency of Pilgrim
Heights, responds to our request for tree removal.
We had a lot of interesting foreign visitors this year with folks stopping
by who were from England, Germany, the Netherlands, and other
locations. And the impressive whale show off-shore was equal to last
year. 

15
154
68
0
117

Merlin

22

Peregrine Falcon

11

Unidentified Accipiters

1

Unidentified Buteos

1

Unidentified Raptor

3

Mississippi Kite

1

Total

P

© Shawn Carey

1,300

© Shawn

Carey
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Plum Island - Spring 2018

by Ted Mara, Plum Island Site Coordinator & EMHW President
and Paul Roberts, EMHW Founder & Board Member

T

here is considerable variability from year to year and day to day
over the course of 5-7 weeks of spring migration coverage. 2018
will go down as our second-best spring count to date, with 1,388,
hawks exceeded only by 1,766 seen in 2011. We tallied our secondbest coverage (173 hours, topped only by 181.75 in 2017) and tallied
record highs for three species. We reported 66 Ospreys, beating the
record of 63 set in 2015. We know it can be very difficult at times to
separate local Ospreys that are moving north and east to hunt from
migrants. We strive to be sure that the birds we count are moving
north and not returning minutes later, even by circuitous routes, but
there is a touch of “softness” to our Osprey counts. This also applies
particularly to Turkey Vultures, Bald Eagles, Red-tailed Hawks, and
Peregrine Falcons where we see can see locals anytime as well as
relatively small numbers of migrants.
We set a significant all-time record for a species in prolonged decline.
We reported 191 Northern Harriers, 22% more than the previous
high of 156 reported in 2013. The majority of these birds were adults,
including numbers of spectacular adult males. Any uptick in harrier
counts is welcome. According to the most recent Raptor Population
Index report (up through 2016), the overall trend for harriers is down
significantly at 6 of 12 spring migration sites and not increasing
significantly at any sites. Trudy Battaly, in an outstanding analysis for
the NorthEast Hawk Watch Report on spring migration, describes a
continuing significant long-term decline of Northern Harriers, but
notes that the recent continuing decline is not as significant.
The third species with a season record is Merlin. We reported 103
Merlins, a 17% increase over the previous record of 88 in 2010 and
well exceeding our 2008-18 average of 74. We know that Merlins have
been extending their breeding range into the northeast. Numbers
of these small falcons relatively recently began breeding in New
Hampshire and Maine and, in the past several years, in multiple
locations in Massachusetts. Surprisingly, RPI says that through 2016
Merlin counts have been flat in the spring at most sites, with decreases
at two sites, including one with a significant decrease. Battaly, in her
Spring 2017 report, shows that overall Merlins in spring migration
have been about level for the past 28 years.
Three species reported their third-highest spring totals in 2017:
Cooper’s Hawk, at 19, which is barely above our long-term average
(18); Red-tailed Hawk at 12, which is above our long-term average
of 8, and Peregrine Falcon, at 15, which was tied for second all-time,
and well above average (10). Note that with the modest numbers
of each of these species seen, it can be challenging to accurately
differentiate locals from migrants, so these trends must be considered
less significant than the larger number of the more abundant migrants
we see.
The spring flight was unusual in several other respects. A good day
continued on next page →
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PLUM ISLAND HAWK WATCH
Spring 2018 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours
Black Vulture
Turkey Vulture
Osprey
Bald Eagle

27
173
0
126
66
7

Northern Harrier

191

Sharp-shinned Hawk

173

Cooper’s Hawk

19

Northern Goshawk

0

Red-shouldered Hawk

1

Broad-winged Hawk

0

Red-tailed Hawk

12

Rough-legged Hawk

1

Golden Eagle

0

American Kestrel

653

Merlin

103

Peregrine Falcon

15

Unidentified Accipiters

3

Unidentified Falcons

5

Unidentified Raptor

4

Total

1,388

Plum Island Report (continued from previous page)
in spring is 50-99 birds. Observers at Plum hope to see 3-5 three-digit flights—meaning more than 100 birds—each spring. (Anything
over 200 birds is truly extraordinary.) In 2017 we had only 2 three-digit flights! The migration weather was poor in the second half of
March until March 31, when we recorded a flight of 70 birds. For the next three weeks we had fairly consistent movement every 2-4
days through April 22. The first three-digit flight was late; 114 on April 21, including 13 harriers, 62 kestrels, and a season’s high 22
Merlins mowing the breach grass as they rocketed past, usually between eye and ankle level. That flight was followed by ten days of
the “doldrums,” weak or unfavorable winds that produced only 138 birds combined. That stagnant weather set the stage for our only
other three-digit flight – an amazing 351 hawks on May 2, one of our latest large flights ever. That flight included our only doubledigit (or better) flight of Sharp-shinned Hawks (119), our best Kestrel flight of the year (190), and our second best Merlin flight of
the season (13).
With only 2 three-digit flights, how did we achieve our second-best spring migration count? We had four other flights of 90+ birds
from April 1-22 (97, 93, 95, and 94), so virtually 6 three-digit flights.
Overall, it had to be considered an excellent spring, full of the ennui and joy that makes for a great season! Thank you to everyone
who helped cover and count on those 27 days! 

Plum Island Spring Counts and Hourly Rates 2006-2018
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

TOTALS

Days Covered

14

16

26

20

23

15

25

25

25

26

29

30

27

301

Hours Covered

62.17

Birds Counted

95

63.75 150.67 136.25 121.33 94.75 135.25 153.25 151.75 147.25 167.25 181.75 173.00
580

955

1154

640

1766

1129

1089

1219

744

1066

1129

1388

1738
8627

Average/HHr 152.81 909.80 152.81 846.97 527.49 1863.85 834.75 710.60 803.29 505.26 637.37 621.18 652.60 496.26
Black Vulture

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

4

Turkey Vulture

4

9

29

44

18

12

27

24

34

182

137

139

126

785

Osprey

1

24

33

35

27

34

20

37

59

63

37

45

66

481

Bald Eagle

1

1

0

5

0

5

3

8

5

0

8

8

7

51

Northern Harrier

4

39

68

121

39

144

133

156

123

108

115

131

191

1372

Sharp-Shinned Hawk

4

196

65

141

133

218

131

71

237

46

301

118

173

1834

Cooper’s Hawk

0

13

12

18

9

25

7

16

9

13

51

15

19

207

Northern Goshawk

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

2

Red-Shouldered Hawk

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

1

4

Broad-Winged Hawk

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

6

1

2

0

13

Red-Tailed Hawk

1

1

2

5

0

10

11

2

2

10

21

18

12

95

Rough-Legged Hawk

0

0

4

4

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

3

1

15

Golden Eagle

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

American Kestrel

73

224

671

672

305

1206

713

685

635

247

274

554

653

6912

Merlin

5

43

53

79

88

86

53

75

87

43

81

67

103

863

Peregrine Falcon

1

6

10

21

5

10

6

1

8

4

10

15

15

112

Unidentified Accipiters

0

3

1

2

5

3

6

2

3

3

10

5

3

46

Unidentified Buteos

0

0

2

0

1

1

0

1

7

0

0

0

0

12

Unidentified Falcons

0

4

0

2

6

2

5

6

1

6

6

1

5

44

Unidentified Raptors

1

16

4

3

4

9

12

4

4

8

11

7

4

87

Other

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

1

0

5
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Annual Election for Board of Directors
According to the EMHW bylaws, the Board consists of nine directors. There are six nominees on the ballot this year, with their
biographies posted below. The members are to vote for THREE nominees only and those elected will serve a two year term. After the
election, the six elected Directors will appoint three “Nominated Directors” to serve a one year term. The ballot is at the bottom of
the membership form on the facing page.
Steve Anderson - Steve got hooked on hawks during his first fall visit to Mount Watatic in the early 80’s, and is still
looking up. An appointed EMHW board member for a number of years, he currently serves as Recording Secretary. A
semiretired carpenter/woodworker, Steve unwinds on wilderness canoe camping trips, has fun strumming his vintage
Gibson, and greatly enjoys tending his square-foot garden.
Shawn Carey - Shawn moved to the Boston area in 1986 and now lives in Braintree. He has been a member of EMHW
for about 22 years and on the Board of Directors for 12 years now. His full-time job is Operations Manager for an
event staging company (AVFX) in Brighton. He has taught wildlife photography for Mass Audubon during the past
17 years, and also serves on its Advisory Council.
Rod Chase - Three decades ago: a serendipitous drive up to the old gravel parking lot at Wachusett Mountain left me
standing, frozen in awe, under a peel of hawks above and around me that lasted for 15 minutes. When it subsided, a
small group of people up on “the rocks” started applauding. I wandered over and exclaimed: “That was so cool, what’s
happening here?” It was Elliot Taylor who immediately offered “Welcome to the fall hawk watch” and then proceeded
to fill me in. I was hooked! Now I cherish my ‘September family’ and strive to match the spirit of the friendliest
“hawking school” that I’ve ever found. Second to seeing hawks, is my love of helping to excite new folks about the
world of ‘raptor rapture’.
Brian Rusnica - Brian lives in Cambridge, MA and has counted hawks at the Mount Watatic and Plum Island watch
sites since 2015. He has served on the Board of Directors for the North East Hawk Watch since 2017. He serves
as an administrator on the “Raptor ID” Facebook group and his raptor photography has been featured in Cornell
University’s Living Bird magazine, Urban Raptors (2018, ed. Boal & Dykstra) and The Cooper’s Hawk (2018, Rosenfeld).
Eric Smith - Eric grew up behind an Audubon Sanctuary, where he regularly visited the owls & hawks that were on
display. He developed an interest in hawk watching and photographing all birds of prey. He loves to visit Plum Island
and Wachusett Mountain during migration, or going north for eagles and osprey in Maine. Eric thoroughly enjoys
helping with the good work that EMHW does and has served on the Board for eight years.
Susan Williamson - I’m a Rhode Island migrant to EMHW. I volunteer at the Rhode Island Audubon Society,
monitoring osprey nests. One fateful day in August, I came upon Rod Chase walking his dogs atop Mt. Wachusett.
Rod, being Rod, threw out the entire treasure trove of hawk watching. That first season the members of EMHW
warmly greeted me, patiently instructed me and provided their individual passions for this annual quest. That was all
it took; I was hawk hooked!

Get Involved in EMHW!
Whatever your skill or interest... EMHW is your organization: help us make it a successful one!
• Hawk Counts: Would you be interested in helping with this year’s counts at any of the sites? Consider volunteering as a
counter or assistant to one of the lead counters. Even one day’s commitment can be very helpful.
• Annual Meeting: Would you be able to help at the annual meeting? We’re always looking for assistance with any number of
tasks at the meeting. Do you have an idea for a guest speaker for next year’s meeting?
• Website: Do you have photos of hawks or of people at any of the sites EMHW covers? Do you have suggestions for additional
content or materials that could be added to the website?
• Newsletter: Do you have an idea or article that could go in our newsletter? We welcome any submissions you may have for
next year’s newsletter.
Contact Lynette Leka (lynette.leka@yahoo.com) for more information about any of these activities.
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Membership Form

HAWK WATCH
Name:
Street Address:
City:

State:

Phone #:

Zip:

E-mail:

☐ I am a new member.

☐ I am renewing my membership.

☐ Contact me about helping at hawk watch sites.
Membership Dues:
Dues are for fiscal year September 1 through August 31 of the following year. Dues and gifts are NOT tax-deductible.
cut along dotted line

☐ Supporting $40
☐ Contributing $25
☐ Individual $10
☐ Additional Gift to EMHW $
Total Amount Enclosed: $
Please make checks payable to “EMHW” and mail with this form to:
Eastern Mass Hawk Watch, PO Box 663, Newburyport, MA 01950 or bring with you to the Annual Meeting.

Annual Election for Board of Directors
According to the EMHW bylaws, the Board consists of nine directors. There are six nominees on the ballot this
year, with their biographies posted on the previous page. Paul Roberts, Maryellen Stone and Ted Mara were
elected in 2017 for a two year term, so their names are not on the ballot. The members are to vote for three
nominees only, and those elected will serve a two year term. After the election, the six elected Directors will
appoint three “Nominated Directors” to serve a one year term.

EMHW Board Member Ballot
Please vote for only three (3) of the six nominees to appoint them to serve on the Board as “Elected
Directors” for a 2-year term. See the previous page for information about each candidate.

☐ Steve Anderson

☐ Brian Rusnica

☐ Shawn Carey

☐ Eric Smith

☐ Rod Chase

☐ Susan Williamson
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Eastern Massachusetts

HAWK WATCH
P.O. Box 663
Newburyport, MA 01950

East er n Massac huse tts

Thanks

Founded in 1976, Eastern Massachusetts Hawk Watch is an
all-volunteer, member based organization whose mission is to
promote the study, conservation, and preservation of hawks
locally and on a continental scale by monitoring migration
in Massachusetts; to share data for research and conservation
purposes; to promote education and awareness of the
identification of hawks and the issues related to migrating
hawks; and to instill an appreciation for hawks in general.

Our sincere thanks to Shawn Carey, Rod Chase, Craig
Gibson, David and Ursula Goodine, Sabina Grady, Tom
Graham, Craig Jackson, Lynette Leka, Don Manchester,
Ted Mara, Christine Morabito, Judd Nathan, Steve
Olson, Susan Pike, Tom Pirro, Paul Roberts, Brian
Rusnica, and Maryellen Stone for their contributions to
this Newsletter.

HAWK WATCH

Current Officers:
President: Ted Mara
Vice President: Shawn Carey
Treasurer and Membership Secretary: Lynette Leka
Recording Secretary: Steve Anderson

Newsletter Design & Layout: Sabina Grady,
Grady Creative Services, www.gradycreative.com

Not a Member? Membership Lapsed?
Our annual dues are only $10 and provide you with an annual newsletter which includes spring and fall hawk watch data.
Additionally, the annual meeting alone is worth the value for we always provide exciting and educational speakers. We also host
free identification workshops and other educational programs.
To renew or to become a member, fill out the form on page 19 and send a check made payable to Eastern Mass Hawk Watch,
P.O. Box 663, Newburyport, MA 01950. Thanks!

